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❄Glacial❄ 
 
The Kremlin’s Strategy for the 2020 US Elex: Secure the
Base, Split the Oppo. 
 
Jon Stewart demands congress act for 9/11 responders:
‘They did their jobs – do yours’ 
 
House oks reso to enforce McGahn, Barr subpoenas in
court 
 
Pelosi: “I” word is "not off the table:"

❄Glacial2❄ 

 

📌Pelosi “I don't think you should impeach for political reasons and I don't think you

should not impeach for political reasons" 

 

📌House DEMs postpone bill to raise salaries of lawmakers & congressional staff for

the first time in nearly a decade.
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❄Glacial3❄ 

 

Oops: Elaine Chao Caught Pimping Her Family Business with China  

 

The transportation secretary thought it’d be cool to bring family members to

government meetings in which they had a financial interest. 

 

Alabama governor signs chemical castration bill into law

❄Glacial4❄ 

 

Mulvaney fires all 25 members of consumer watchdog’s advisory board 

 

Note the media op to push the DEMs to the far ‘socialist’ left & describe that as the

‘DEM base’ contradicting polls? 

 

Note the ageist comments re Biden, but not Bernie. 

 

Biden’s voice is calming
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❄Glacial5❄ 

 

Carbon emissions from energy industry rise at fastest rate since 2011 

 

US to Send 1,000 More Troops to Poland 

 

Savannah River Nuclear Site Contractor Settles False Claims Act Allegations for

$1.6M #MOX 

 

Pentagon, Lockheed agree to 'historic' $34B F-35 deal

❄Glacial6❄ 

 

📌Biden leads Trump by 'landslide proportions' 

 

J-Ass: US charges expected to be revealed at hearing 
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India Rules Sex w/ a Child Bride Is Always Rape in a Massive Win for Girls’ Rights 

 

Trump adm quietly makes it legal to bring elephant parts to the US as trophies😱

❄Glacial7❄ 

 

Rep. Amash, lone-wolf GOP Trump critic, leaves Freedom Caucus 

 

Last surviving prosecutor at Nuremberg trials says Trump's family separation policy

is ‘crime against humanity’ 

 

'What could cause more great suffering than what they did in the name of

immigration law?'

❄Glacial8❄ 

 

State AGs Seek to Block T-Mobile-Sprint Merger 
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Former Goldman Banker Gets 3mos for Insider Trading 

 

Pete Buttigieg just gave his first foreign policy speech. He offered 5 clear proposals. 

 

Buttigieg outlined what he’d do about climate change, Israel, Iran, & war.

❄Glacial9❄ 

 

Nearly 1.7k Suspected Child Sex Predators Arrested During Op “Broken Heart” 

 

Trump may be having second thoughts about Shanahan as SecDef. 

 

While in Europe to commemorate D-Day, Trump asked at least 3 people if they had

any suggestions for different candidates,
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❄Glacial10❄ 

 

The US just witnessed its 12 wettest months in 125 years, & the floods keep coming 

 

Canada bans the captivity & breeding of orcas, dolphins and other whales 

 

Japan PM Abe to meet Iran's Khamenei, Rouhani this week 

 

Pakistani politician arrested in London amid probe
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❄Glacial11❄ 

 

Russian media, celebrities protest against investigative journalist's drug bust 

 

Iran has accelerated production of enriched uranium, IAEA says 

 

Third U.S.-NK summit possible, up to Kim: Bolton 

 

Trump urges appeals court to block subpoena for his accounting records
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❄Glacial12❄ 

 

Deloitte, BSR face 5-year ban over alleged lapses in auditing books of IFIN 

 

Georgian leader sees NATO future, seeks tough line on Russia The  

Cruelty Is the Point 

 

Trump and his supporters find community by rejoicing in the suffering of those they

hate and fear.
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❄Glacial13❄ 

 

Bolsonaro tight-lipped as finance minister faces calls to resign over Lula scandal 

 

Boris Johnson to break cover for launch of Tory leadership bid 

 

Johnson allowed arms sales to Saudis after Yemen bombing 

& is accused of showing ‘total disregard’ for civilians
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❄Glacial14❄ 

 

Leaked docs reveal Russian effort to exert influence in Africa 

 

Kremlin ally Prigozhin (‘Putin’s Chef’/IRA troll farm) leading push to turn continent

into strategic hub 

 

FB Suspends Natural News,  

 

Founder Calls for Trump to Use Military Against Tech Giants🙄
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❄Glacial14❄ 

 

'Missing' £350M Salvator Mundi 'is on Saudi crown prince's yacht that he bought off

Russian vodka tycoon for £400m' 

 

Russia's banking sector looks weak, economic growth modest 

 

Putin Gravestones Spring Up Around Russia, Call Putin 'Thief, Liar & Political Corpse
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